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ABSTRACT

This project is about kindergarten management system (KMS) that will transfer manual system to computerized system. This system focused on staff and teacher task. This system will use RAD methodology in development process. Tools will be used are Adobe Dreamweaver CS3 as system interface development and XAMPP as database platform. This system is generating as to accomplish the objectives that are to develop a prototypes of kindergarten management system, to centralized a database in manage modules teachers, students and staff information and to produce documentation and report generation.

There are seven modules in this system, registration, student record, event, news, fees, Q&A Session and activity. Staff will manage the student and teacher registration, event, fees, news, Q&A Session and activity. Teacher can manage student registration, student attendance, view event and student record. For public user, they can view student activities, news and ask question at the contact interface. The question will sent to staff and staff will reply the message. Public can view the response from staff at the Q&A interface.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

A kindergarten is important places to produce a good student, who will be become quality citizen for the country. Therefore managing kindergarten effectively and efficiently needs more attention. Good kindergarten are kindergarten that have good management system. With this system, the performance of kindergarten will be improved. For example in the management of data or information that kindergarten should be managed consistently. This allows all the events or records are, kept well and safe and can be reviewed when necessary.

Before this, information or data that recorded in kindergarten is doing as manually. Staff need to recorded in books and keep it in rack. This will make the record sometime lost and not consistent in order when they want to find old record of student or staff or teachers’ data. This will cause lot of time in searching for just single information.

Kindergarten Management System (KMS) for Kindergarten Ump is the system that will develop to make staff at the kindergarten easier to manage data and others user tasks such as new teacher record and new student record that register. This system also will make sure the data will arrange consistently. Staff will insert the information that they want to keep and after that the data will be a record and also can update and delete.
Teacher will also use this system in order to manage student record and achievement during their study and learning at the kindergarten. Teacher will always update the student record if it has any data changes in their student data. The Kindergarten Management System (KMS) gives staff and teachers the ability to easily and cost-effectively manage every aspect of data gathering and reporting by automating routine administrative and classroom functions. The development of this management system is trying to fix the arrangement of data and also to computerize the data to make sure the data is safely stored and will never lost.

1.1 Problem Statement

The management information previously done manually. But today, people more concerned about speed and speed in dealing with something and want it done in consistent and simple. With development of software, it can help people solve problems.

For kindergarten information management, the most common problem that always happen is information gathered not consistent. This is because any information store in place like rack should not be possible to loss. Method of using paper or manual way also invited to loss information. It is also occur damage to the paper. Extensive use of paper cause lost and waste time.

The other problem is time consuming that kindergarten administrator used when manually filled the form and to find the specific paper or information. This is like when kindergarten administrator or teachers want to find the student record, they need a long time to find the old record. Data may be redundant if the name of student is similar and not match with what actually they want to find.
1.2 Objectives

The objectives of the project are:

i. To develop a web based application for kindergarten management based on design developed in UML.

ii. To centralized a database in manage modules teachers and students

iii. To produce documentation and report generation

1.3 Scope

The system will be done according to the scope of Kindergarten Management System (KMS) which are state as below:

a) The system will develop through using Software Engineering approach include typical stages of software development as well as producing requirement document like:

i. Software Requirement Specification (SRS)

ii. Software Development Plan (SDP)

iii. Software Design Document (SDD)

b) The scope is divided into two modules:

i. System function for staff

  - Make registration for new teachers and students.
  - Manage teachers and students attendance.
  - Insert, update and delete news and event.
  - Manage activities students
- Manage Q&A session for parents and public comments for activities students
- Students fees management
- Generate and print report for students fees

ii. System function for teacher

- Student evaluation record
- Manage student registration
- Events for teachers
- Manage student attendance.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis consists of six (6) chapters. Chapter 1 will discuss on introduction to the system. The discussion consists of system overview. Problem statement discuss on the problem that faced by the current system. On objectives, the reasons of the development of project are listed. Scope of the project is discussed on project and user limitation.

Chapter 2 is literature review which will discuss on current system and the technique or the software that is used on the current system.

Chapter 3 will discuss on system methodology. It will be discuss on the method that is used to develop the system and project planning. On this chapter also will discuss the needs of the project such as the software and the device that are needs to develop the system.
Chapter 4 will discuss on project implementation. This chapter will discuss on design of project development which include of database use, database method which is using MySQL statement.

Chapter 5 will discuss on discussion and result that receive from the data and data analysis, project constrain and, fix and suggestion of the system. Project analysis will discuss on project objective which continuously with project problem. Constraints categorized into two parts; development constraints and system constraints.

Chapter 6 will discuss on conclusion of the project. This is including the conclusion of the data that are received and conclusion of the methodology and used research implementation.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will explain about the detail review of the project that chosen. This will review more detail about the kindergarten management and discuss the existing system that have been developed before.

A kindergarten is a school or class for young children usually four to six years old that prepares them for first grade and that develops basic skills and social behavior by games, exercises, music, simple handicrafts, etc. Most countries have systems of formal education, which is commonly compulsory. Kindergarten also means an institution for the instruction of children or people under age.

Manage means to direct or control the use of handle. It is also means to direct the affairs or interests of. Manage also means to succeed in accomplishing or achieving, especially with difficulty, contrive or arrange. Management means the act, manner or practice of managing, handling, supervision, or control. It is also means the person or persons who control or direct a business or other enterprise and skill in managing executive ability.
2.2 Kindergarten management

Kindergarten management is arranging and using human and material resources and performances available for education for the transmission of skills, knowledge, vocation and culture via efficient teaching, learning research its dissemination and utilization for a better society. The definition of management can be broadly classified into four groups: [1]

i. **Process Kindergarten**: The process Kindergarten defines management in terms of functions undertaken by the manager in an integrated way to achieve organizational purposes. Management is to forecast and plan, to organize, to command, to coordinate and to control. All other definitions of management related to this kindergarten are marginal additions, deletions, or elaborations of the functions listed out in the above definition.

ii. **Human Relations Kindergarten**: This kindergarten emphasizes the human aspect of organization and conceives it as a social system. It is a social system because managerial actions are principally concerned with relations between people. In fact, management is concerned with development of people and not the direction of things. The essence of this kindergarten is well reflected in the definition to which management is the accomplishment of results through the efforts of other people.

iii. **Decision Kindergarten**: The Decision Kindergarten defines management as rule-making and rule-enforcing body. In fact the life of a manager is a perpetual choice making activity and whatever a manager does, he does through his decisions. Moreover, decision making power provides a
dynamic force for managers to transform the resource of business organization into a productive and cooperative concern.

iv. **System and Contingency Kindergarten:** According to this kindergarten, organizations like any living organism must adapt themselves to their environments for survival and growth. Thus, management involves designing organizations adaptable to changing markets, technology and other critical environmental factors. The systems theory of organizations are organic and open systems consisting of interacting and interdependent parts and having a variety of goals. Managers are supposed to maintain balance among the conflicting objectives, goals and activities of members of the organization. He must achieve results efficiently and effectively. According Contingency Kindergarten there is no best way to design organizations and manage them. Managers should design organizations, define goals and formulate policies and strategies in accordance with the prevailing environmental conditions.

Different kindergartens of thought defined management differently due to three reasons:

i. Difference in perspectives of management and organization theories

ii. Shifts in emphasis in the study of the organization from economic and technical aspects to conceptual and human aspects

iii. Focus on internal and external environments of the organization.
2.2.1 Benefit of Kindergarten Management

i. Achievement of Goals/Objectives: A kindergarten must have goals or objectives to be achieved by the kindergarten performance itself. Kindergarten organizations must strategize well and proper planning and that planning should be followed and achieved to prove that the plan is successful.

ii. Investment Return: Each item is made must have a reason included in the planning for the success of a kindergarten. Each kindergarten has a specific mission to be achieved. Investments should be worth it because it will benefit all parties. Each investor must expect to invest in a good yield. As well as that happens to a kindergarten. If a good or great investment made to improve the performance of the kindergarten itself, then it is worthwhile because it will pay off.

iii. Support Service

iv. Feedback

v. Project Sustenance
2.2.2 Good Management Practices

2.2.2.1 Definition

Good management is difficult to define for practical, theoretical and abstract reasons. It may also mean different things at the individual, group, organizational and common levels of observation. Most managers have little difficulty in defining good management at the individual workers level. Whether they are in the private or public sectors, their eyes are fixed firmly on productivity.[2]

2.2.2.2 Good Kindergarten Management Practices

There are four good management practices in kindergarten:-

i. **Policies:** set the framework for decision-making in schools. Good management ensures that policies are developed, kept up to date, and are understood by all staff.

ii. **Plans:** are the blueprints for action, which set out how the aims and policies will be achieved. Policies need plans to turn them into realities. Good management creates and implements plans to cover relevant areas of kindergarten operations.
iii. **Procedures:** are the step-by-step instructions on how to carry out tasks, how to carry out policy and implement plans. Good management develops procedures and ensures that they are followed.

iv. **People:** are the resources whose make the operations of the school possible. Good management provides for the needs of people.[3]

2.3 **Studies on Existing System**

i. **Krista(The schools for kids)**

This childcare which was started in early childhood education is currently involved in the management and research and development of education programmed and systems, and also managing centers of early
childhood education. The affiliations with institutions of learning of international standing has enabled Krista Higher Learning Sdn Bhd to proudly offer suitably developed programmed of intrinsic value for people involved in educating children of early childhood years. These programmed developed from an invaluable wealth of childhood education knowledge and experiences, has benefited educators, care givers and parents alike. [4]

The advantages using this web based, student can be registered through this online system. So, the lost of data information about student can be avoided. Besides, user also can post their resume through this system for job request. They can upload their resume when to request a job.

The disadvantages of this system are no advertisement in each page. So, the website is plain and not interesting to user access. This website also no picture to show that is kids system and can cause users not interest to register their children this childcare.
ii. **BONDAmama childcare**

This childcare is providing Child Care Centre for working parents. Package includes preparing students to religious schools, national schools and kindergartens. We also provide "transit" to the students. Safety and comfort of your children is our priority. Besides, this childcare also provides pre-school education includes religious education with the academic. The emphasis is on the Malay language, English, Arabic, Science, Mathematics, Basic Fardhu Ain and Jawi. BondaMama Curriculum and Co-curriculum has been designed to provide a full preparation for the children to face the full school years. The program provides a fully interactive learning new scope that has been proven very effective in educating students toward proficiency in English. [5]